
Luminosity and Energy calibration why do we need them at the same time? 
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Measuring sin2W
eff (mZ)

sin2W
eff  ¼ (1- gV/gA)

gV = gL + gR

gA = gL - gR

𝑔𝑒𝑉

arXiv:0509008 





AFB
 @ FCC-ee ALR @ ILC ALR @ FCC-ee

visible Z decays 21012 visible Z decays 109 5.1010

muon pairs 1011 beam
polarization

90% 30%

AFB
 (stat) 3 10-6 ALR (stat) 4.2 10-5 4.5 10-5

 Ecm (MeV) 0.1 2.2 ?

AFB
 (ECM ) 9.2 10-6 ALR (ECM ) 4.1 10-5

AFB
 1.0 10-5 ALR 5.9 10-5

sin2lept
W 5.9 10-6 7.5 10-6 6 10-6  +?

All  exceeds the theoretical precision from (mZ) (310-5) or the comparison with mW (500keV)
sin2leptW ~  (mz) /3
But this precision on sin2leptW can only be exploited at FCC-ee!

NB: the error on E_CM is the same as that on the Z mass and this should probably
lead to some cancellation. 
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This is unique and allows us to make a complete and powerful
investigation of 10-100 TeV scale with precision measurements

 tomorrow Patrick will make a proposal for a scan based on 
half integer spin tune data points. (from s = 99.5 to 107.5)
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These are the beam energies for the W threshold measurement



Extracting physics from sin2leptW

Uncertainties in mtop , (mz) , mH , etc…. 
sin2leptW ~  (mz) /3           =   10-5  if we can reduce (mz) (see P. Janot)

2. Comparison with mw/mZ

Compare above formula with similar one: 

sin2W  cos2W  =                                  
1

1−( )

Where it can be seen that (mz) cancels in the relation.
The limiting error is the error on mW.  
For mW= 0.5 MeV this corresponds to sin2leptW = 10-5

1. Direct comparison with mZ




